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Abstract

Social media and social media tools have improved rapidly and started to influence society especially in recent years. This influence has forced businesses to revolutionize their communication with the external environment. The fact that Web 2.0 has an influence on consumer behavior, and that it makes the consumers stronger; requires faster, more flexible and more sensitive communication processes in businesses. Especially during a time of crisis, a business’ communication with the external environment is quite critical. For this reason, the way how the crisis communication is managed through social media is vital for businesses. In this article, the perceptions of how to manage businesses during a time of crisis so that they make minimum loss, is shared.
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Introduction

The fact that information is reachable everywhere all the time and it can be broadcasted thank to the improvements of communication technologies and systems, creates new communication platforms which
causes economic, political, social and cultural transformations in many ways. Along with Web 2.0 technologies getting widespread on the Internet, especially in recent years, social networks have gained extreme importance (Kulakli & Mahony, 2014). Social media platforms and new media tools like mobile applications which were formed in these networks, has changed mass broadcasting initiative which was based on traditional media establishments like newspaper, radio and television; into individuals and public and private enterprises which are not focused on broadcasting; and this direct broadcasting resulted in individual, social, economic, cultural, political and legal consequences (Scaglione, Giovannetti, & Hamoudia, 2015).

These progresses of social media also influence businesses. Today, consumers who are Internet users are more demanding and stronger. Social media shares of the costumers include threads as well as opportunities for the businesses. Especially at times of crisis, applying right communication strategies on social media is crucial for businesses (Li, de Zubielqui, & O'Connor, 2015).

**Conceptual Framework**

The basis of the conceptual framework of this study consists of crisis, crisis communication, crisis management, social media and disinformation.

**Crisis Concept**

Today, organizations operate in a very dynamic environment. Achievement of their goals and their survivals mostly depend on their adaptation to the environment. Organizational environment is in a constant change, leaving the organizations facing many threats. The survival chance of organizations which cannot find appropriate solutions to these threats on time, has been decreasing (Simon-Elorz, Castillo-Valero, & Garcia-Cortijo, 2015).

When we examine the threats which threaten the continuity of organizations; it is seen that these dangers have a very ambiguous structure; the conventional and usual methods are insufficient to eliminate them. These are the problems which cannot be unforeseen and hard to understand, that make organizations face situations of crisis. In recent years, the number of crises have been vastly increasing, and crises have been becoming an important part of the organizational life; because of both negative environmental conditions occurring out of their control and failure of their own management policies (Tüz, Haşit, İpçioğlu, & Suher, 2013; Villa & Rajwani, 2013).

Organizational crises are situations resulting from people, organizational structure, economy or new technologies; influencing the society. Crises may influence financial structure and fame of organizations negatively. In crisis periods, the increase in the organizational stress affects the organizational climate negatively. The most important reason of the organization stress which occurs in crises is that organizations are obligated to change their goals which have been structured in accordance with their long term strategies. Moreover, depending on the magnitude of the crises, organizational strategies may need to be reviewed completely (Parnell, 2015; Hermann, 1972).

Whereas in some of the resources in the literature, the concept of crisis is approached as a threat; in some of the resources it is evaluated in the aspect of the opportunities arising from it for the organization. Organizations must be prepared for the crises to reduce the possible harms which may occur in crises to minimum, and also maximize the opportunities (Karake-Shalhoub, 1999). The crises in an organization can be defined as situations which can result in important organizational loss where there is a time pressure to make a decision (Mikusova, 2014).

Crisis can also be defined as unexpected entities with a potential to create negative results. Because of their unexpected nature, being ready for crises is hard for organizations; and crises which occur unexpectedly may result in deterioration of organizational structure, along with negative outcomes in employees, products, services, financial state and organizational fame. Being ready for crises requires being alert for a crisis all the time, rather than estimating when and how it will occur (Rosenthal & Kouzmin, 1993).
In the definitions which pay attention to the opportunity aspect of crises, the concept of crisis is stated as an entity which has the potential of benefiting the organization in case it is managed in the right way. Because during a crisis, the radius of the internal problems will hit the top; covered problems existing before the crisis will emerge. This is why the prerequisite of being ready for a crisis, is having a healthy organizational structure and a strong organizational culture (Sturges, 1994).

A crisis goes through four different phases. These phases are named using medical terms (Kash & Darling, 1998; Darling, Seristo, & Gabrielsson, 2005):

- **Prodromal crisis stage**
- **Acute crisis stage**
- **Chronic crisis stage**
- **Crisis resolution stage**

The first stage of a crisis is “occurrence of the crisis” or “prodromal period”. In this period, important clues about a potential crisis start to arise. These warning messages, when noticed, present repetitive messages to the organization, helping to eliminate crisis or to reduce the potential effects of the crisis along with continuous clues. Organizations which stay alert to the inclinations and progresses in their environment are able to be luckier in detecting and preventing the occurrence of a crisis (Paraskevas & Altinay, 2013; Coombs W. T., 2015).

### Crisis Management

Crisis management, in case of a possible crisis situation, is a process consisting of activities of evaluation of crisis signs, taking and applying necessary precautions in order to recover from the crisis with minimum loss (Simola, 2014). Crisis management is a process including a set of activities like estimation and prevention of crises, getting prepared for them, determining their characteristics, planning recovery and learning mechanisms, reschedule and application (Tüz, Haşit, İpçioğlu, & Suher, 2013). According to another definition, crisis management is a set of interconnected evaluations and audits which an organization executes in order to prevent crises which are capable of creating serious threats for main product, service, production process, staff, environment and society (Janis, 1989).

Today, administrators must consider where, when, how and in what way a crisis can occur, who and how many people may get influenced; rather than thinking about whether the crisis will influence the business or not. Business administrators must allocate more time to crisis management practice for preventing a crisis which can occur anytime and recovering from it with minimum loss. In summary, businesses must start crisis management practices before a crisis actually occurs (Huang & Su, 2009).

Crisis management is a decision-making process. Being a special kind of management, it has similar characteristics to strategic management principles. Crisis management aims to make sure organizations are ready for crises while taking necessary precautions to recover from them with minimum cost and maximum profit (Cesta, Cortellessa, & Benedictis, 2014).

### Crisis Communication

Every institution may face a crisis either resulting from internal or external factors. Being ready for a crisis beforehand is quite important for eliminating its negative effects because crises requires immediate intervention, and time pressure is quite strong. For this reason, today all institutions and organizations must get ready for crises. Crises may occur in many different dimensions and forms, but all of them potentially threaten the feeling of trust shared between the institution and its audience. Determining the reasons resulting in crises beforehand is quite important for developing strategies and planning towards them. Crises may result from weaknesses in the institutional structure along with internal or external environmental threads. Based on the differences of organizations, it can be said that the reasons and the types of crises may vary, but the main reason of crises is failure of integration between institution and its external environment (Nijkrake, Gosselt, & Gutting, 2015).
In times of crises, management of public relations is extremely important. Public relations are effective communication factors before, during and after crisis periods. That’s why businesses must review and plan their public relations programs carefully. By this means, businesses can have a plan before a crisis actually happens, have the opportunity of not being caught off their guard in case of a sudden crisis, get minimum harm from possible negative public opinions and negative effects, and moreover, turn the crisis into an opportunity. Crisis communication process and public relations programs are observed to be the most important factors in crisis management efforts. Organizations, when they face with a crisis, are in the position of responding to the crisis quickly, being honest and inform their institutions regularly (Edworthy, Hellier, Newbold, & Titchener, 2015).

In crisis periods, public relations have great responsibilities in subjects such as creating communication plans, providing information and preventing negative public opinion about the institution. In three periods of the crisis such as before, during and after crisis; public relations programs can be examined in two stages. Frist stage is accepting the existence of the crisis, gaining information about it and mobilizing the crisis management team which was brought together in the preparation for a crisis phase. Second phase is informing organizational environment about the crisis, informing employees, informing target audience and informing the media (Coombs W. T., 2015).

In a crisis time, the behaviors of an institution are evaluated along with the messages it sends. That’s why management of these messages is important, and management of the messages means executing behaviors along with execution of communication. Public relations employees communicate to all related internal and external environment during the efforts to create consistency between the expectations of the society and the aims of the institution (Avnel & Laufer, 2015). Crisis communication is the management of the communication with internal and external environment which will be established in all stages of a crisis. The most suitable communication means must be chosen to convey the necessary messages to the organizational environment (Kadarova et al., 2015).

In an effective crisis communication, just communicating with the media is not sufficient. At the same time, being a relationship is also necessary with various other groups such as government executives, employees, in some cases relatives of the employees, financial groups and consumers. Even if the communication type for each group differs, the important part is being compatible and consistent with the messages which are sent to the mentioned groups. Institutions are judged for their attitude and behavior towards crisis, rather than the reasons of the crisis. When an institution gets ready and plans for a possible crisis, this shows that their attitude will be impressive, moderate and consistent (Meer & Verhoeven, 2014; Rutsaert et al., 2014).

**Web 2.0**

The websites which collaborates with users, where users are content providers, are called Web 2.0 websites. This type of websites gives their users the opportunity to produce and share content. The time period between 1990 and 2000 is called Web 1.0 period. Web 1.0 period is the period of static websites. These kinds of websites interact with their visitors at a very low level. The time period between 2000 and 2010 is named as Web 2.0 period (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).

This period is the one hosting the emergence the websites which collaborate with users like Wikipedia and Twitter. The most important feature of Web 2.0 is its dynamic structure. Dynamic features mean being in an interaction with users. The best examples of transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0, are sharing websites, websites like Wikipedia where users produce content, social network websites like Facebook and Internet diaries called blogs (Civelek, 2009).

Since the popularity of the Web 2.0 websites in the beginnings of 2000’s, consumers have been more knowledgeable, conscious and demanding. The high impact of comments and complaints of consumers about products and services in social networks, besides posing a threat for businesses, also creates opportunities for them to stand out among their rivals. Because in participation systems, only a low percentage of users will make enough effort to add value, these systems get stronger with increasing number of users. However, increasing number of users makes it harder to keep track of the content. This
situation emerges as a disadvantage for Web 2.0 applications. It is extremely hard to confirm the accuracy of the content shared in Web 2.0 applications. That’s why some people claim that Web 2.0 content is unprofessional and weak, that it damages the culture created by educated writers by replacing it with nonprofessional user culture. Mixture of trustworthy content and untrustworthy unprofessional content brings terrible information pollution along with it. As a result, valuable contents become hard to distinguish by getting mixed with invaluable ones. This situation brings the risk of making the whole content an uncontrolled and invaluable pile. However, the transformation of users to content-creators is a very important progress in terms of creating collective consciousness and democracy culture (Civelek, 2009).

Social Media and Networks

Social media has become the most effective communication means in the whole world in a short time because of its sharing networks’ ability and power to keep masses posted, entertained and impressed. This interest in social media caused many digital agencies to be born, in the meantime attracting the attention of the traditional media (Searson, Hancock, Soheil, & Shepherd, 2015). The reason of the positive image of social media on societies is buried in the characteristics of social media. Social media characteristics are listed below (Odyakmaz, 2013):

- **Interactivity**: Virtual communication environments such as MSN, Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace are interactive environments. While in traditional media, communication is one-way, and messages are produced by a specific source according to specific rules; in social media, communication is both ways. Individuals are both producers and consumers in all stages of communication.

- **Instantaneity**: Transferring the messages which can be accomplished by traditional media in an instant manner, is the main feature of the communication through the Internet.

- **Not pursuing a commercial profit goal**: It’s implied that individuals using the media for communication purposes do not pursue a commercial goal. On the other hand, each social media environment is already built up for commercial purposes; and users come across to advertisements at every step they take.

- **Serving to individuals and masses**: Whereas traditional media aims at masses, and it is a one-way communication; social media aims at communicating with both masses and individuals.

- **No requirement for professionality**: While production and transfer of messages requires professionality in traditional media, it is enough to be a computer user for these purposes in social media.

- **Not giving importance to hierarchic relationships or classlessness**: In social media, a sincere communication exists where hierarchical relationships can be ignored. However, this is applicable when identities are hidden. When identities are visible, it is not possible to call someone who is in an upper-class hierarchical level in society, “you”. Social media is an environment where people from all classes in a society can get together and talk, without paying attention to education, job, gender, income criteria.

- **Being beyond space and time**: Especially after the improvements in mobile communication technologies, time and place of communication through social media has become unimportant. Everyone, everywhere, whenever they want (as long as they are in coverage zone), can send and receive messages.

- **Changeability of messages**: In traditional media, it is not possible to undo or change a message which has been sent. However, in social media environment, messages which have been sent can be undone, edited, changed.

- **Difference in Property Structure**: Social media is also a property of a specific individual or institution, like traditional media. However, property structure of social media does not affect the content, in contrast to traditional media. Profits of the boss are not primary interest of social media users. In this aspect, it can be claimed that it is freer.

- **Information pollution**: Social media serves to the creation of an information society which gives the false impression that “it is very easy to access information”, as exactly today’s capitalist system tries to achieve.
In a society, it is known that there are three factors affecting how ideas spread among individuals. First of them is spreading a message easily in a simplified manner. The Internet and social media play an important role in this manner. The second factor is making the messages easy to understand. The third factor affecting how ideas spread among society is mentioning a message for a long time in a polyphonic way. Social media plays an important role for that. Especially # (hashtag) application in Twitter, make a message shared by thousands of people. Negative, unreal, distorted and manipulative news and messages also shared with public in this way. Studies reveal that the more people share an information, message or rumor spreading on social media, the more accredited it becomes; and after a certain threshold, it is perceived as the truth. Especially the retweet count and speed, effect of twitters of a tweet on Twitter, are important factors on how widespread a message gets. Also, the content of a message on Twitter affects the spreading speed of a message (Fischer & Reuber, 2011).

One of the most important features of social media is that it creates opportunity for user based information production. This feature, which is explained above, allows social media to produce and share uncontrolled and uncensored information. Another feature which makes social media usage attractive, produced message and information is transferred to long distances and big crowds in the most economical way. A produced message or various files such as an image, video... etc. which is wanted to be shared, can be transferred to people belonging to all kinds of socioeconomic group in various parts of the world in a short time. This empowers the individuals and groups who want to be heard through social media (Wagner, Vollmar, & Wagner, 2014).

Individuals who lose contact with the people thinking alike, and who get lost in the muteness spiral created by the system through the one-way communication of traditional media; through social media, discover that they are not alone, and use the power of joining hands. In order to understand the power of social media, it is enough to observe Gezi Park Events took place in Turkey in June 2014. While by the time events had started, there were 1.8 million Twitter users; after a few days, number of users reached up to 10 million. Turkey became the main topic of conversation in the world with 15 million accesses. Number of active Twitter users was 1.8 million on the day of starting of the events which is May 29 2014, but it reached up to 10 million on June 10 2014 (Odyakmaz, 2013).

There are positive and negative elements of the new media. The positive aspect of the new media is that it creates collective consciousness and democracy culture; and the negative aspect of the new media is the spread of information pollution in general society through the mixture and indistinguishability of trustworthy and untrustworthy information. The collective consciousness which social media creates, provides individual participation not only for purposes of daily news, information and communication; but also nearly in all political, ideological, financial, cultural fields. It is seen that now the new media has a barnburner and quick-spread structure. The new media is an environment where individuals are the resources of the news and auto-censorship does not exist. The new media is a grassroots movement (Kassam, 2013).

Social Media and Disinformation

Two important features of the new media, and social media along with it, which attract individuals at most; are that it does not require professionalism and the difference in its property structure, also these two channels make it an uncontrolled information source where this information cannot be checked. Often mentioned feature of new media and especially social media, “everyone can produce content”, at first seemed as freedom to talk and an opportunity for the improvement of democracy; but later, with more contribution which brings more information, this situation has become an obstacle for reaching trustworthy information. The questionable information concept discussed for the information gained through the Internet, today is valid also for social media (Anouar, 2014).

Every day, the data uploaded to the Internet for various purposes, are kept in databases easily and brought into the use of search engines. The increase in the information which can be accessed in the Internet has made it difficult to reach true, consistent and trustworthy information (Fırat & Kurt, 2015).

While social media and social media tools are considered as places where individuals can express themselves freely, uncontrollability and legal gaps made social media a channel suitable for disinformation.
Manipulation, which is one of the most important problems in the digital era, is used quite often in social media; and sometimes consciously, sometimes without checking the source and trustworthiness of information, various false contents are shared by millions of users in social media (Lysenko & Desouza, 2012).

**Examples of Social Media Crisis**

**Onur Air Social Media Crisis**

At October 25 2011, Onur Air started a campaign on their Facebook page. While announcing they will donate money to the people who got harmed during the earthquake in Van, Onur Air stated that they will donate 0.5 TRY for every new Facebook subscriber, in total 250000 TRY donation.

A few hours after the earthquake, Onur Air posted a message on their Twitter and Facebook pages saying “We wish health for all the citizens influenced by the disaster happened in Van and our condolences is to the people who lost their lives and to their relatives.” and this post was liked by 389 people. Then social media users started to react to it seriously. The users who blame Onur Air for this campaign, created a pressure on Onur Air expressing that they require being a subscriber to their page as a prerequisite, whereas a donation should be complimentary. The users, reminding them that many companies and institutions make complimentary donations to Van, blamed Onur Air for self-seeking. Onur air started to delete the negative comments although they could not inhibit reactions; and they received even more reactions. Then Onur Air announced that the campaign is over in an acrimonious manner. This acrimonious manner made followers even angrier. So Onur Air published a copy of the bank receipt of their donation; and as a third announcement, apologized for the misunderstandings (Bat & Yurtsever, 2014).

**BP Mexico Gulf Crisis**

At April 20 2010, there was an explosion in a well operated by BP in Mexico Gulf, and 38 hours after the explosion, oil started to gush into the sea. It was announced that a 200 km long coastline was affected by the oil and 15 million liters of raw petrol flew into the sea daily. It was announced that this number will have reached up to 800 million liters by the time the well is closed. Along with this disaster, over 400 animal and plant species got endangered. In the accident, 11 workers were dead and 17 workers were injured. After the accident, there were a lot of reactions in social media accounts. Greenpeace organized a prize logo competition for BP. Because BP did not have a crisis management plan for this accident, and because of the announcements of BP administrator Tony Hayward saying that “There are others who pollutes the environment more than we do” or “We do not have enough equipment for this matter”, caused the reactions to increase. Increasing reactions in social media and anti-BP pages put the company in an even more difficult position. Moreover, coming out of the false leakage number announced to public and photoshopped photographs put the company in an even more difficult situation. BP took responsibility only after weeks. All efforts to close the well and clean the gulf were published in full detail. A YouTube channel was purchased, and all operations were shared with public daily. Although they were late, BP started to broadcast the operations live (SlideShare, 2015).

**Conclusion**

There are many studies in the literature showing that communication management is the most important element of crisis management (Coombs W. T., 2015; Avnel & Laufer, 2015; Cesta, Cortellessa, & Benedictis, 2014; Edworthy, et al, 2015). Today, the most important communication channel is the Internet. Along with the improvements of Web 2.0 technologies on the Internet, Social media websites has come into prominence since 2000s. The collective consciousness created by consumers on social media was non-negligible for businesses in their communication with their environment (Kadarova, Mihalcovab, Kadarc, & Vidad, 2015; Fischer & Reuber, 2011; Kassam, 2013). Hence, social media communication has become one of the most important tools in crisis management (Wagner, et al. 2014; Bat & Yurtsever, 2014).
There are three stages in crisis management in businesses. The first one of these stages is, pre-crisis period; second one is crisis period; and the third one is post-crisis period. In all three stages, there are strategies which businesses must develop (Edworthy, et al. 2015; Hermann, 1972; Kadarovaa, et al. 2015). Using social media as a communication tool is important in order to be effective with these strategies (Kash & Darling, 1998; Parnell, 2015).

The power and effectiveness of social media on businesses and consumers, forces businesses to think carefully and strategically more than ever (Cesta, et al., 2014; Villa & Rajwani, 2013). Crisis management starts before the occurrence of an actual crisis environment and a good crisis management continues with being distant to a crisis. Being distant to a crisis requires detecting the factors which may lead to a crisis, and developing strategies to prevent these factors. Thus, businesses at least can eliminate the internal crisis factors. However, there are external factors which may lead to a crisis, too. The studies in the literature express that businesses almost do not have any control over external factors, but the strategies developed to cope with crisis beforehand is important. Because the damage a company gets from a crisis is not the same for a business with a crisis scenario and a business without a crisis scenario and a crisis strategy. There are many studies showing that businesses with a crisis scenario get minimum damage from crisis which occurs because of external reasons (Avnel & Laufer, 2015; Coombs., 2015 (Edworthy, et al. 2015).

The most important behavior businesses must adopt in case of a crisis resulting either from internal or external factors, is communicating with consumers through the fastest and the most appropriate channel (Rutsaert & et al., 2014; Sturges, 1994). Because social media is an environment where disinformation occurs often, quickly responding to communication among consumers on social media prevents disinformation. While it is necessary to use this communication channel effectively, many businesses cannot use this communication channel correctly. In this article, examples of usage of the new communication channel are mentioned; and the importance of it in crisis management is emphasized.

The most important limitation of this research is the lack of empirical analysis. Because the main objective of this research is to construct a base for the future studies. As a detailed literature base this paper clarifies the relation between crisis management and the use of social media in new business environment. For future researches this relation would be studied empirically.
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